ABSTRACT. Let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group and let Gc be its complexification.
Let U be a unitary representation of G. The space of vectors v at which U is holomorphically extendible to G is denoted H^iU).
In L9] we characterized those U for which ii^, is dense.
In the present work we study Jig,, as a topological vector space, proving e.g., that H is a Montel space if U is irreducible and G is nilpotent.
We prove a representation theorem for 0\¿ which yields a Bergman kernel type theorem for G. As an application we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the set of holomorphic functions on certain solvmanifolds to separate points.
Introduction.
In a previous paper [9] we showed that if F is a representation One may put on H^ a Fréchet space structure defined via the family of norms piv)= sup BIT«;|| u zeQ where Í2 C G and is compact.
We refer to the above topology as the H^ topology.
Under this topology F0* is a continuous (in fact, holomorphic) representation of G by continuous operators. (For the proofs of these facts see §1.)
In this paper we propose to study F via the topological structure of K^.
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RICHARD PENNEY linear combination of functionals of the form v-^iU^v, w) (z £ G , w £ B fixed).
In a large number of cases (e.g. when U is an induced representation) it can be shown that K^ can be identified with a space of entire functions on G for which point evaluation is continuous. Our representation theorem yields a
Bergman kernel type theorem for certain unbounded domains.
As an application of our results, we develop a necessary and sufficient condition for the entire functions on the complexification of a compact solvmanifold to separate points of the solvmanifold.
I. Throughout the sequel G will denote a connected, simply connected, solvable, type R Lie group and £ will be its Lie algebra. Let U be a fixed unitary representation of G in a Hubert space H. Let C°°(i7) be the space of C°° vectors for 17 and, for Xel and veC°°iU), 1er dUÍX)v = lim ((17 ,yv -v)/t).
The mapping X->dUÍX) defines a representation of A. by skew-symmetric operators which we extend to a representation of the universal enveloping algebra 01 of £. Recall ((1.1) and (1.3) of [9] ) that v£K£ iff 0[iv) (or equivalently r iv)) is finite for all f > 0.
Proposition (1.1). K^((7) is a Frêchet space and I"0 is a holomorphic representation of G^ in H^ by continuous operators. Furthermore, the topologies on K^ defined via the families of seminorms {a(\ and {r¿¡ both agree with the H£ topology.
Proof. If Kn is any nested sequence of compact subsets of G for which Kn C 77 + 1 and U~= ! K" = Gc, then pK form a basis of seminorms for H^. Hence K^ is countably normed and is a metric space.
If vn is Cauchy in K£ then z->U_vn converges (as a map of G into H)
uniformly on compacta to a holomorphic function cpiz). It is easily seen that t>n->c7S(e) in H£. Thus H^ is a Fachet space.
ENTIRE VECTORS, EXTENSION OF REPRESENTATIONS. II
It is easily verified that K^ is also a Frechet space in the topologies defined by the \o \ and \t \. The equality of the various topologies then follows from the closed graph theorem and the fact that the injection K^-»K is continuous in each topology.
That U is a continuous operator follows easily from the definitions. To
show that F is holomorphic in K , it suffices, in virtue of (1.1) of [9] , to show that \dU(Y)vtn/n\ | Y e \X\n, n £ N\ is bounded in K^ for all t > 0 and all v £ K^. This set, however, is clearly bounded in each o , s > 0, and hence in K^, thus proving the analyticity. Q.E.D.
Remarks. The equality of the topologies could also be shown directly from the estimates in §1 of [9] . Note also that we have so far used only the Banach property of K. 
Let \\v\\2s = iv, v)s. Also, if r, / £ R , we will say t > r iff /. > r. fot i = 1, -, z¿. Proof. The first part, except for uniqueness, follows from (1.4) and (A.l).
The uniqueness follows as in (C.l) of [8] except that we now obtain the required countable dense subset of H^W ) via the following lemma.
Lemma. If \v ¡°° , is dense in K (F), then for a.e. a e M, \v |°° , z's
Proof. Let sp e R , p £ N, be a sequence satisfying the hypothesis of (1.5).
Let Kp = U (K£(«7)) and let Kpa = UapiK^iUa)). If F C M is measurable, let dense in X£. Upon choosing a set of a for which this is true for all p £ N, the lemma follows from (1.5).
The converse statement of (1.7) follows from the closed graph theorem as in Proof. (1.4).
We shall also need an intermediary topology.
Definition (1.12). If fi C G , fi compact, let ||v|| = supz £ Q ||a|| for tv, a7 e Jv£. Let M^ be K^ with the topology defined via the family ||-|| " (1) ft is a Banach space.
(2) The injection of ft into L (G, ft.) is continuous. (ii) 11 is sufficiently small in the sense defined below.
For z £ S and a £ C, |a| < 1, define az = exp(a(log z)) wherever log z is defined and single valued. gzg'1 = ^gxg~%iiy)g-1) = (gxg-'Xztgyg-l)) £ (r0)c.
Since F n ÍTA generates (r,,) , g leaves (rQ) invariant. Hence T> (r.)
is a subgroup.
It follows similarly that V is closed since to show closure it suffices to
show that there is a closed neighborhood F of e in S such that F n T is closed.
If F is sufficiently small we can work with real and imaginary parts as above.
The map S/V-» S • T /T C M is easily seen to be an imbedding (since T n S = T) and the lemma follows. Q.E.D.
We are interested in the following questions about M . 
